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....HELP SHUT DOWN THE BIOFLEX SLAUGHTERHOUSE —JOIN P*A*W*N TODAY.............. 
Every day that BIOFLEX is open for business means MORE PEOPLE DEAD. 

we are against ALL wars ————— all wars are against US 

HAS BIOFLEX SOLD OUT TO THE 
HIGHEST BIDDER? 
Shocking pictures (LEFT) from the hushed-up CAMP 

SLADDIN INCIDENT in Auckland New Zealand 

(SEPT 2010) show CANNIBAL GHOULS like those 

sighted in the UK. Have death-merchants Bioflex 

sold “WhiteKnight” to the EnyoGeni corporation? 

PAWN has a 

question 

for BIOFLEX: 

ANTICITIZEN MILLS REPORTS. 

 SHOCKING PICS 

taken inside the Bioflex 

HQ building show a 

bloodstained man in a 

mask with a huge Bioflex 

symbol on its face. 

 The pics were 

snapped during a mid-

night espionage mission 

by P-A-W-N soldiers. 

  

 Bioflex executives (or 

should that be EXECU-

TIONTIVES?) had no 

comment to make when 

PAWN exposed their sick 

experiment to the world. It 

is clear the Bioflex’s man-

agement will not be able to 

keep everyone in the dark 

forever. 

PAWN are al-

lies of East 

Anglian Anar-

chists Unite.  

WHAT THE 

HELL IS THIS? 
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MONSTERS!!  

1. “Doctor” Lars Emmerson. #MISSING, 
PRESUMED DEAD# 

2. CEO Duncan Kramer #DEAD# 
3. Felicity Rowan #STILL AT LARGE# 
4. Unknown top-level Bioflex exec 

#STILL ON THE LOOSE# 
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##WATCHWORDS## 
Rumours of recent Bioflex projects 
which are underway. 
 
“GORGON” - optic nerve regeneration 
technology? 
 
“PARASITE” - MK-ultra-style mind-
control viruses! 
 
“LEVIATHAN” - very secret; WHAT 
ARE THEY UP TO? 

DIRECT  

 
 YOUR MULTI-PART 

REVOLUTIONARY HAND-

BOOK by anticitizen Joe 

“Dingo” Frobisher. (Real 

name concealed to 

prevent OTF reprisals). 

 “Here’s what the user manual 
doesn’t tell you: OTF killteams wear 
warzone-grade Kevlar armour which can 
stop high-cal Vulcan darts. MAV-6 darts 
will bounce off the pigs’ hides like 
raindrops. Stripping out air-restrictors 
isn’t enough; PAWN 
anticitizens need a more stopping-
power. Here’s how you get it: unscrew 
the sides of your MAV’s slide and remove 
it. Remove the metal rod in the slide 
housing and unscrew the main MAV cas-
ing. Inside the slide you’ll find a plastic 
tube about the size of a small cigar. In-
sert a plastic straw through the length of 
this tube, then use a caulking gun to fill 
the REST of the ‘cigar’ tube AROUND THE 
STRAW with foam. Let it expand, dry out, 
and reassemble the casing. DEADLY. En-
joy the look on the fascist pig-cop’s face 
when your powered-up MAV-6 blows a 
dinner-place-sized hole in his torso.” 

ACTION 

 
 

...................ROLL OF DISHONOUR................. 

Latest LIES from Bioflex: 

From Bioflex‟s “press release” about the 

„night of nightmares‟ which they released 

on the public in November: “The company 

has conducted a full investigation and 

concluded that the phenomena reported 

are part of delusional episodes experi-

enced by the individuals concerned, 

probably due to ingesting spoiled meat.” 

WHY DO THEY EXPECT US TO BELIEVE 

THIS CONSTANT STREAM OF B.S.????!!!! 

NEXT TIME: HOW TO MAKE CORELESS 
MELEE WEAPONS ABSOLUTELY LETHAL 


